Shiver me Timbers
What is a Pirate? What do they do?
Famous Pirates Life on board a ship: pirate ships
features and uses over the ages.
Life at sea, jobs crew.
Diet and food during voyage.
How to make clean water from salt water, pirate
language
Record the routes used by our famous pirates. Name
oceans/seas of world map.
Treasure

NUMERACY
Number:Multiplication and Division –
Countingin 2’s,5’s and 10’s and Fractions.
Geometry: Position and Direction
Place Value within 100.
Measurement: Money (coins and notes)
Time.
Recap on length, height, weight and shape.
Ten Little Pirates Book as a stimulus.
Treasure map – co ordinates/positional
language/direction.
Compass directions.

LITERACY
Diary extract of a day in the life of a Pirate on
the high seas.
Read ‘Treasure Island’. (Fast Track Classics.)
Hot seating of characters from the story.
Act out a scene from the story.
Write a pirate biography.
Create a new pirate persona and write a
biography of treasure conquests+adventures.
Write pirate themed limericks.
Persuasive letter to a pirate to get him / her to
send you some of their treasure.
Role plays of pirate scenarios.

Shipwrecked

Adventure Story

Peter Pan JM Barrie

Instructional
text
How to be a
Pirate

pirates – alliteration; acrostic poems, limericks and
similies

Key Texts
The Pirates Next Door/The Pirate Cruncher
Peter Pan
Ten Little Pirates

Non-Fiction writing:
Information texts Pirate Biographies –
Research chosen pirate
and find out about their
lives and events.
WOW/IMMERSION
Treasure Hunt
Trip

NOVEL STUDY

PE
Dance
Team Games - Rounders
Music
Listen and create Sea
Shanties with instruments.

Poetry and
Performance
Acrostic poem

Recount -Message
in a Bottle -Trapped
on Captain Hook’s
ship write a letter
home asking for
help. Display in
bottles

Drama- Pirate Ship
Job Application
apply for jobs and
interview – role
play.

Geography and History
Research a pirate from the past – place on a
timeline.
Place pirates on a map of the world.
Devise a map with symbols and key.
Compare a UK locality with one outside
Europe Identify weather patterns in the UK
and weather in different places pirates went.
Science
Materials
Best materials for a pirate ship.
Waterproof a pirate ship.
Make rope from plastic bags test
Food and where it comes from. Healthy Food
–Prepare Healthy Pirate Snacks

Pirate Story based on The
Pirate’s Next Door by
Johnny Duddle.
Children innovate their own
story about a pirate family
and their adventures.

PSHE
Debate issues surrounding
theft,smuggling, slavery
Debate the need for fame and
fortune.
role of women as pirates. Can
men and women do the same
jobs?

SPAG
Spelling
Plural -s or –es.
spelling rule for adding –s or –es as the plural marker for nouns and
the third person singular marker for verbs
using the prefix un
using the suffixes –ing, –ed, –er and –est where no change is needed
in the spelling of root words
Separation of words with spaces
Use of capitals, full stops, exclamation and question marks.
Capitals for names and personal pronoun I.
Combine words to make sentences
Sequencing Sentences to form short narratives

CREATIVE
Make pirate flag with cloth
and fabric paint
Create 3D Treasure Island
using papier maché
Model Ships using lego/clay.
Pirate Portraits
.

ICT
Internet research on pirates
Pirate wanted poster digital
cameras to take pictures of
themselves as pirates
Beebots with pirate jackets
navigate maps.
Treasure Island using paint
program

